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Abstract: In India, e-pockets come underneath the legally identified term - “pre-paid payment units”. Pre-

paid charge devices are described inside the RBI recommendations issued underneath the payment and 

settlements systems act, 2005 as fee units that facilitate buy of goods and offerings, along with price range 

switch, towards the price stored on such instruments. The value stored on such instruments represents the 

price paid for by the holders with the aid of coins, by way of debit to a financial institution account, or with 

the aid of credit card. The pre-paid instruments can be issued as smart cards, magnetic stripe cards, net bills, 

net wallets, cell accounts, cellular wallets, paper vouchers and this kind of device which can be used to get 

admission to the pre-paid amount. Not like different pre-paid payment units, e-pockets are best a web 

primarily based on-line account, sans the lifestyles of a bodily card. Cell pockets are an e-pockets in which 

the cell telephone receives doubled up as a digital pockets. Being a pre-paid payment device, e-wallets are 

also concern to the guidelines stipulated by means of RBI for such devices. Electronic wallet (e-pockets) refers 

to a digital, internet based fee device which stores financial value in addition to private identity related facts. 

Such digital charge structures enable a purchaser to pay on line for the goods and offerings, inclusive of 

shifting funds to others, by means of the use of an incorporated hardware and software program system. 

Hardware may be a cell or pc. Communiqué among the purchaser and the seller might also happen over the 

net or blue tooth or on cell network. Consequently, e-wallet is not anything however online cash account 

which does no longer require the use of a bodily card for venture transactions. Unlike savings financial 

institution debts do now not provide any hobby for maintaining cash in it, but rewards the holders thru coins-

backs for making purchases through it. Not like credit score cards, e-wallets are pre-loaded cash. 

Consequently, it resembles greater to a debit card. E-wallet is a component of the charge system. the word 

“payment system” is described in India to intend a machine that permits price to be effected among a payer 

and a beneficiary, involving clearing payment or settlement service all of them. a “fee machine” as understood 

in India, can consist of the systems permitting credit score card operations, debit card operations, smart card 

operations, cash switch operations or such comparable operations. 
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An Overview of e-wallet payment: 

E-wallet is a sort of pre-paid account wherein a person 

can keep her cash for any future on line transaction. An 

e-pocket is included with a password. With the help of 

an e-wallet, you possibly can make bills for groceries, 

on line purchases, and flight tickets, among others. E-

pockets have in particular components, software 

program and information. The software program issue 

shops personal facts and gives security and encryption 

of the statistics. the facts thing is a database of details 

furnished via the consumer which incorporates their 

call, delivery cope with, payment technique, quantity to 

be paid, credit score or debit card details, etc.  For 

putting in an e-pockets account, the user needs to put in 

the software program on his/her device, and enter the 

relevant records required. After purchasing on-line, the 

e-pockets robotically fills in the consumer’s 

information on the fee shape. To set off the e-pockets, 

the consumer needs to go into his password. Once the 

online charge is made, the client isn't required to fill the 

order form on every other internet site as the data 

receives stored in the database and is up to date 

automatically.E-wallets provide the convenience of a 

commonplace approach for on-line and offline bills. 

Customers can get through a purchase in mere seconds 

with a easy faucet or experiment in their tool the 

disappointment of lengthy checkout queues. E-wallets 

provide a brand new avenue for digital charge 

strategies. Pay for software bills, shopping, leisure, and 

a bunch of different reasons. Each person and merchant 

are blanketed with the encryption software and traders 

are also reassured due to the linkage to a financial 

institution account. 

E-wallet payment modes  
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Closed e-wallets:  

Those are wallets issued by an entity for facilitating the 

acquisition of products and services from it. Those 

instruments do not allow coins withdrawal or 

redemption. Subsequently, RBI approval isn't required 

for issuing them. e.g. cab offerings, e-trade and cell 

agencies create e-wallets for making bills towards 

purchase of merchandise from them /for usage in their 

offerings. They provide coins backs for payments made 

thru this channel. That is one manner of ensuring 

loyalty of their customers. 

Semi-Closed e-wallets: 

Those are wallets which can be used for purchase of 

goods and services, such as financial offerings at 

service provider places/ institutions that have a selected 

settlement with the company to just accept them. These 

wallets do now not allow coins withdrawal or 

redemption by using the holder. wallets for amounts 

upto rs.10,000/- can be created beneath this class with 

the aid of accepting minimum info of the patron and the 

whole price of reloads for the duration of any given 

month also does now not exceed Rs. 10,000/-.quantity 

upto rs.50,000/- may be created in wallets through 

accepting any ‘officially valid document’ that's 

compliant with anti-money laundering policies. Such 

wallets are non-reloadable in nature i.e. cash cannot be 

installed these wallets beyond 10000rs. under a normal 

situation. Quantity upto rs.1,00,000/- may be created 

by with complete kyc and may be reloaded. e.g. airtel 

cash, that's used for making bills for a number offerings 

like cash transfer from airtel cash to every other bank 

account or every other airtel cash pockets or paying 

pick out utility bills. 

Open e-wallets: 

These are wallets which may be used for buy of goods 

and offerings, consisting of economic services like 

funds switch at any card accepting merchant places 

[point of sale (POS) terminals] and additionally allow 

coins withdrawal at ATMs  or banking correspondents. 

but, coins withdrawal at pos is permitted best upto a 

limit of rs.1000/- in step with day concern to the 

identical conditions as applicable to debit cards. 

Evaluation of E-Wallet system: 

SWOT evaluation is one of the self evaluating 

tools to degree the e-wallet fee. But, SWOT analysis 

has weakness within the size and evaluation steps are 

regularly complicated and hard by means of several 

standards, it could be that utilization of SWOT is 

inadequate to assess the appropriateness of choice 

alternatives primarily based on these factors. 

Consequently, SWOT evaluation alone can't 

comprehensively determine the choice-making 

method. In this study an attempt is made to utilize 

fundamental aspect analysis to conquer the drawbacks 

of SWOT analysis. It allows to lessen wide variety of 

the  SWOT variables based totally on the chosen good 

sized variables the SWOT matrix is fashioned.

The primary objectives of this paper are,  

 To become aware of the SWOT variables of 

the e-wallet payment 

 To find the large SWOT variables 

To provide proper suggestion  

This paper is prepared as follows: the 

literature review of swot analysis in e wallet price and 

precept component evaluation is provided observed via 

the method used for the take a look at with a case of e-

wallet fee in client perspective is given. 

SWOT VARIABLES for the e-wallet payment: 

SWOT SWOT variables Descriptions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strength  

Financial inclusion (I1s) 

 

 

 

Easy to use (I2s) 

 

 

 

Safety and security  (I3s) 

 

Easy to connect to other 

accounts (I4s) 

Quicker registration and re-registration in instances where 

recipients don't have any identity files or have misplaced 

them. 

Want to enter a password or different verification 

information or any time change account information. 

Requiring simple wave of phone or payment has been made 

and the transaction is robotically recorded for later viewing. 

Flexibility to make payments from different accounts.  

Strong passwords ought to be enabled on the person’s 

phones, pills, and different devices earlier than e-wallets 

can be used. 
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Enable Passwords On 

Devices (I5s) 

 

 

Measures by government (I6s) 

Guidelines could put extra pressure on such firms which 

have so far enjoyed a free run. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Weakness  

Hot cash is king (I1w)  

 

 

Lack of infrastructure (I2w)  

 

 

 

 

Smart phone market up tapped 

(I3w)  

 

 

Sluggish economy (I4w)  

 

 

 

e-illiteracy (I5w) 

 

electricity (I6w) 

 cash is more valuable than any other form of investment  

 

Evolved international locations in card payments, gradual 

adoption of plastic collectively with the astonishing 

increase in smart cellphone adoption to best for e-wallet. 

 

Smart phone’s models have changed the all over world. 

 

 

growth is slow, flat or declining. the term can talk to the 

economic system as an entire or a aspect of the financial 

system. 

 

Includes learning the way to use PowerPoint, Photoshop, 

blogs, video recording and editing, pod-casting, and more, 

the way to enhance, promote, and put it on the market our 

creative, educational and expert lives. 

 

 

Various not unusual phenomena are associated with 

strength, including lightning, static strength, electric 

heating, electric discharges and plenty of others. 

 

Swot Swot variables Descriptions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Opportunity  

 

 

 

 

Curbing black money (E1O)  

 

 

Tax collection (E2O) 

 

 

Saving huge expenditure(E3O) 

 

 

 

End of corruption (E4O) 

surprising extent of black cash has activated a parallel 

financial system within the u . s .and it influences the 

important sectors of the economic system. 

the authorities had expected to gather taxes, which 

encompass earnings tax and corporate tax 

 

Irregular expenses are costs that come up throughout, to 

find reaching for a credit card when that expense comes up.  

 

Government and its supporters, pushing towards cashless or 

less-cash transactions,  fighting corruption, to ending 

poverty, to modernizing society. 

 

 

 

 

Treats  

Impersonation, SIM swapping 

(E1T) 

an-in-the-middle attack and 

Phishing(E2T) 

 

 

 

Malware Attacks(E3T) 

 

Impersonation occurs when a fraudster steals information 

and then poses as a genuine user to do a transaction using 

the stolen e-wallet details and password.  

 

Sophisticated threats like Man-in-the-Browser or Man-in-

the-Middle attacks intercept online transactions payment 

data  

 

Malware attacks on apps have threatened the safety of 

user’s money.  
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Results and Discussion  

From the evaluation SWOT variable’s aspect 

loadings have been variables additives extracted with 

the values and it were particular as chance thing, 

opportunity aspect and inner aspect inside the 

aggregate of strength and weakness. 

It is perfect to reorient the aspect solution in 

order that the thing loadings matrix famous something 

near simple shapes such that the elements are easier to 

interpret. The element answer is orientated thru a 

manner referred to as rotation. 

Table 1. Total difference explained by the 

components 

Components  Total  Total percentage  

1 9.644 45.588 

2 4.683 34.623 

3 3.902 30.782 

 

Conclusion 

This is the take a look at has supplied a 

quantitative SWOT analysis for a main to the e-pockets 

price in India perspective. This study allows them to 

concentrate the highly vital SWOT variables as 

opposed to much less vital variables for his or her e-

wallet price. Also, this text brings the brand new 

measurement to the SWOT evaluation to contain all 

most people has to make use of this provider. It is 

analyzed that e-wallet payment have become more 

aware and responsible toward digital payments and are 

contributing in some or the alternative way closer to 

growth and achievement of making India virtual. No 

matter many safety troubles, people are inclined in the 

direction of e-payments because of its convenience, 

ease of use, short provider and availability. Lots of 

security aspects are still left unexplored and Facts 

generation has to paintings difficult towards making 

the transactions relaxed and complete as that is one of 

the fundamental predicaments inside the achievement 

of digital bills. 

 


